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Bought this during the snow/ice storm in Portland. Our power was 
out for almost four full days. Our house was 35 degrees. Had a space 
heater, two fridges, two lamps, small TV and DVD and a few phone/
flashlight chargers on it for 82 hours almost constantly. It was a life 
saver. It was averaging 8-9 hours per tank (2 gal).”
— Dean - January 17, 2024

It was a life saver!

I, my house, and my dogs survived the recent tornados but with 
no power and my old generator failing, this at least kept us warm 
in the subfreezing temperatures. I’ll fix the old one, and with this 
one, I’ll be able to run everything in the house, but this was really 
a life saver.”
— VERIFIED BUYER - January 27, 2023

Life saver. 

Bought this during a power outage. It powered my furnace, 
refrigerator, and television. Lasted about 10 hours in a tank 
of gas. Added the stabilizer as recommended in the manual, 
and it started first pull.”
— February 24, 2023

Worked great for 
power outage. This thing saved our butts after a microburst caused a massive power 

outage in our area. It ran continuously for about 17 hours. Quiet. Low 
fuel consumption. While everyone else was in the dark, we were able 
to function almost normally, including the refrigerator, a sewage 
effluent pump, lights, fans, and all our WiFi networking equipment 
and television’s. I’m super happy with this generator.”
— July 16, 2022

Saved our butts. 

This generator saved us during the ice storm. It has enough 
power to run both our furnaces. We could also run one furnace 
and the fridge at a time. We had to play musical extension 
cords, but we didn’t lose any food. Money well spent!”
— Mike, March 7, 2023

This generator saved us! 

Living in mid-Michigan, we have been blessed with multiple power 
outages due to high winds and downed trees on power lines during 
the fall of 2021 and now the fall of 2022. I have used the generator 5 
separate times, for a total of 183 hours of use. One outage was for over 
54 hours, and it never missed a beat. It ran my well pump, propane 
furnace blower, microwave, all the house lights, and we stayed nice and 
warm. I can’t say a single bad thing about this generator. Great job on 
this one.”
— November 16, 2022

Kept our house running 
during a 54-hour outage.  
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I recently bought quite a few of these generators and took them to Louisiana for friends, family, and complete strangers who are now, life-long 
friends... as they all lost power and more during Hurricane IDA. I visited several locations from South Carolina all the way through Georgia, 
Alabama, and into Louisiana to pick up enough generators to fill both my truck & trailer. Being that Louisiana is my hometown... this storm hit 
my heart so hard! In 2012, I lost my entire home as the flood waters from Hurricane Isaac washed it off its foundation and into the river. I know 
what total loss is, and having a reliable means of charging phones, running the refrigerator, and possibly doing more without contributing to 
the noise of the surroundings is a HUGE PLUS!! This new generator is by far the best one I or anyone with our team has seen to date!! THANK 
YOU FOR BRINGING THIS AFFORDABLE UNIT TO MARKET!!!”
— David - September 9, 2021

Best generator for emergency home use!!! 

I purchased this generator a couple months ago to restore 
power during hurricanes and storms. This generator is perfect 
enough to power a three-story, two-family home while running 
the essentials.”

Saved us through storms 
and hurricanes.

I just used this generator to power my whole home for roughly 63 hours 
and only rested it for roughly 45 minutes a day to do an oil change. I am in 
Portland, Oregon, and we had a historic storm. With temperatures as low 
as 15 degrees. My next door neighbo’s house was 39 degrees inside, but 
not us; we were sitting at 70 degrees. This generator saved our lives.”

Amazing generator, 
ran like a dream.  


